Polarized Raman analysis of the molecular rearrangement and residual strain on the surface of retrieved polyethylene tibial plates.
The response to applied strain of EtO-sterilized and γ-irradiated polyethylene materials belonging to tibial inserts has been studied by polarized Raman spectroscopy. Initial calibrations on as-received samples from three different makers were employed to clarify the rearrangement of molecular chains under strain, expressed in terms of Euler angular displacements in space and orientation distribution functions. This body of information was then applied to a quantitative analysis of four tibial inserts (from the same three makers of the unused samples) retrieved after in vivo exposures ranging between 7 months and 5 years 8 months. The main results of the Raman analysis can be summarized as follows: (i) γ-irradiated samples experienced lower texturing on the molecular scale compared to EtO-sterilized samples, likely due to a higher strain recovery capability; and (ii) independent of sterilization method, the amount of plastic strain was mainly developed early after in vivo implantation, whereby out-of-plane molecules rotated under load onto planes parallel to the sample surface until saturation of angular displacements was reached.